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NEW QUESTION: 1

A. Option B
B. Option C
C. Option A
D. Option D
Answer: C
Explanation:
http://blogs.technet.com/b/scvmm/archive/2011/05/04/dynamic-optimization-and-power-opti
mization-inscvmm-2012.aspx
Good post here:
What have you configured regarding the dynamic optimization?
How aggressive is the treshold for optimizing your cluster?
First of all, you must check the option "Automatically migrate virtual machines to balance
load".
Second, specify how aggressive the optimization should be. The more agressive, the more
likely to live migrate VMs even for small gain.
Last, you can also configure the resource treshold for when optimization should kick in.
Default it`s set to 30% CPU and 512 MB RAM.
To test and verify, right click on your cluster, and click "optimize hosts". VMM will check if it`s
anything to
gain, on demand, and eventually live migrate VMs to balance the load.
http://social.technet.microsoft.com/Forums/en-US/virtualmachingmgrhyperv/thread/45dfd50
d-a2a4-4a7a9c88-53fd7cedda77

NEW QUESTION: 2
To what is the term 'ROUND' in the script logic of the attached figure referring?
A. Filter value in the BAdI
B. Enhancement spot of the BAdI
C. Parameter used in the BAdI
D. Technical name of the BAdI
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
For which kind of MPLS deployment is the next-hop-self all keyword used on a BGP neighbor
command?
A. MPLS Carrier's carrier
B. 6VPE
C. inter-AS MPLS VPN option C
D. inter-AS MPLS VPN option D
E. Unified MPLS
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Since the core and aggregation parts of the network are integrated and end-to-end LSPs are
provided, the Unified MPLS solution is also referred to as "Seamless MPLS." New technologies
or protocols are not used here, only MPLS, Label Distribution Protocol (LDP), IGP, and BGP.
Since you do not want to distribute the loopback prefixes of the PE routers from one part of the
network into another part, you need to carry the prefixes in BGP. The Internal Border Gateway
Protocol (iBGP) is used in one network, so the next hop address of the prefixes is the loopback
prefixes of the PE routers, which is not known by the IGP in the other parts of the network. This
means that the next hop address cannot be used to recurse to an IGP prefix. The trick is to
make the ABR routers Route Reflectors (RR) and set the next hop to self, even for the reflected
iBGP prefixes. In order for this to work, a new knob is needed.
Only the RRs need newer software to support this architecture. Since the RRs advertise the BGP
prefixes with the next hop set to themselves, they assign a local MPLS label to the BGP prefixes.
This means that in the data plane, the packets forwarded on these end-to-end LSPs have an
extra MPLS label in the label stack. The RRs are in the forwarding path.
There are two possible scenarios:
In both scenarios, the ABR sets the next hop to self for the prefixes advertised (reflected by
BGP) by the ABR from the aggregation part of the network into the core part. If this is not done,
the ABR needs to redistribute the loopback prefixes of the PEs from the aggregation IGP into
the core IGP.
If this is done, there is no scalability.
In order to set the next hop to self for reflected iBGP routes, you must configure the neighbor
x.x.x.x next- hop-self all command.
Reference: http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/multiprotocol-label-switchingmpls/mpls/116127- configure-technology-00.html
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